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Abstract. We show that if the number of available states is fixed and is sufficiently large, then 
one-tape nondeterministic "luring machines can accept more sets within time bound a2f(n) 
than within alf(n), for 0<at<a2.  Here, f(n) is any function of the form 
nb°(Iog n)bl(Iog 2n) b2"'" (log h n) bh (bo,.. . ,  bh are rational numbers) with order between log n 
and n 2. Crossing sequences and Kolmogorov complexity are used to prove it. 
1. Introduction 
One of the goals of the theory of complexity of computation is to know how the 
class of acceptable sets is related to factors that determine the class of available 
computations for accepting sets. For the Turing machine based complexity theory 
the following factors are important (we abbreviate Turing machine, deterministic 
Turing machine and nondeterministic "luring machine as TM, DTM and NDTM, 
respectively): 
(1) the types of TM's such as DTM's, NDTM's and alternating TM's, 
(2) the bounds for available resources uch as time and space, 
(3) the mechanism of tapes (the shape and the number of tapes, the number of 
heads for each tape, and so on), 
(4) the size of working tape alphabets, 
(5) the number of available states. 
As for the classes defined by. factors (1)-(3), very extensive studies have been 
made. However, results on factor (4) are not many [8, 23, 24], and results on factor 
(5) are very few. 
In the present paper, we consider the problem of how setting upper bounds on 
the number of available states affects what sets are acceptable. We show one sharp 
separation theorem, for a very restricted type of computations only: one-tape 
NDTM's (having no input tape) with time bounds between log n and n 2. 
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Precisely stated, our results are as follows. Let ~: be the class of functions f (n)  
of the form 
nbo(Iog n)bl(1og 2 n)b2... (log h n) bh 
such that bo,.. . ,bh are nonnegative rational numbers (h~>0), 0< 
limn-,oo (f(n)/(n log n)), and limn_,oo (f(n)/n 2) < oo (that is, be = 2, bl = ' "  • = bh = 0, 
or 1 < b0<2, or be = 1, bl t> 1). Here, by log i n we mean log log. • • log n (i  log's), 
and throughout inthis paper log means log2. Let DTIM~-k,s If(n)] (or NTIMEk.s If(n)]) 
denote the class of sets accepted by s state k-tape DTM's (or NDTM's, respectively) 
within time f(n), and let DTlMEk[f(n)] (or NTIMEk[f(n)]) denote 
[_Js~l DTtMEk, s[f(n)] (or [..Js~l NTIMEgs[f(n)], respectively). 
We show that if f~3~ and 0<al<a2 (a~,a2 are real numbers), then 
NTIMF.I.~[a~f(n)] ~ NTIME~.~[a2f(n)], for all sufficiently large s (Theorem 3.1). 
Our proof of this result also implies that if 0<a~< a2, then DTIME~,s[a2n2] - 
NTIM~,~[aln 2] = 0, for all sufficiently large s (Corollary 3.2). This gives an example 
of situations where nondeterminism cannot help in any essential way. 
We also show that (1) if f(n)=o(n log n), then DTIM~[f(n)] contains only 
regular sets, and that (2) our separation theorem cannot be strengthened into the 
following form: i f f~ 3~ and 0 < ao, then [-.Jo<~o NTIMEI,s Jar(n)] ~ NTIMEx., [aof(n)] 
(Theorem 4.1). 
The basic tools for proving our results are crossing sequences [5] and Kolmogorov 
complexity [10]. Recently, Kolmogorov complexity has been used extensively in 
the study of complexity of computations [13, 15, 16, 19, 21, 26]. Its usefulness in 
the analysis of crossing sequences was pointed out by Paul [13]. Using Kolmogorov 
complexity we can translate our intuitive ideas on "what tasks must be carried out 
by the machine" into formal proofs of lower bounds very directly, and this permits 
us to obtain good lower bounds. 
For example, let M be an s state one-tape NDTM that accepts L= 
{wcwRI W ~ {a, b}*} within time f(n). In the usual analysis method we estimate the 
average length of crossing sequences at a fixed position of the tape for all inputs 
in L of a fixed length. The counting argument is used in the estimation. Then, we 
conclude that, for some input in L, the sum of the lengths of crossing sequences at 
all positions must be at least the sum of the average lengths for all positions. This 
gives the lower bound f(n) >i n2/(8 log s) + O(n) [7]. 
However, the theory of Kolmogorov complexity shows the existence of a word 
whose crossing sequences are 'long' at all positions, directly. This gives a better 
lower bound f(n)>tn2/(41ogs)+O(nlogn). Moreover, this lower bound is 
optimum in the sense that ¼ cannot be replaced by any larger value (see Case 1 
of the proof of Theorem 3.1). 
Before concluding this introduction we give a brief survey of what results are 
known on one-tape TM's. Roughly speaking, these results are classified as follows: 
(1) simulating one-tape TM's by other types of TM's ([6, 9, 12, 17] for upper 
bounds and [2] for lower bounds), 
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(2) simulating other types of TM's by one-tape TM's ([4, 17, 18] for upper bounds 
and [2, 5, 11, 16, 26] for lower bounds), 
(3) separating classes of sets defined by resource bounded one-tape TM's and 
those defined by other types of resource bounded TM's [1, 18, 20, 25], and 
(4) separating classes of sets defined by resource bounded one-tape TM's [ 1, 8, 11]. 
Our results are of type (4). As for results of this type, Duds et al. [1] considered 
separation of real-time one-tape TM's and reversal-bounded real-time one-tape 
TM's. Ibarra [8] considered separation of space bounded TM's having different 
sizes of working tape alphabets. Maass [11] considered separation of NTIMEI[n] 
and DTIMEI[f(n)] for f(n)=o(n 2) and separation of CONTIMEI[n] and 
NTIME 1[ n 2/(log n)S]. 
As for separation of two classes of the form DTIMEI[f(n)] (and NTIME~[f(n)]), 
no sharp separation theorem seems to be known. This exhibits a contrast to classes 
of the form DTIMEk[f(n)] with k I> 2 for which very sharp separation theorems are 
known [3, 14]. 
Our results are also closely related to linear speedup theorems for DTIME and 
NTIME. This problem will be discussed in Section 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let U be a fixed partial recursive function from {0, 1}* (the set of all finite 
sequences of 0, 1) to {0, 1}* that is universal in the following sense: for any partial 
recursive function g from {0, 1}* to {0, 1}*, there exists an i such that, for any 
x ~ {0, 1}*, g(x) = U(0ilx). For each x ~ {0, 1}*, let K(x) denote min{]pl IP ~ {0, 1}*, 
U(p) = x}. The value K(x) is called the Kolmogorov complexity of x. 
If U, U' are two universal partial recursive functions and K(x), K'(x) are the 
Kolmogorov complexities of x defined with U, U', respectively, then there exists a 
constant c such that [K(x) - K'(x)l c, for any x. Hence, the function K(x) does 
not depend on the selection of the particular U in any essential way. 
We use one-tape (deterministic ornondeterministic) TM's as the model of compu- 
tation. A TM M has one-dimensional working tape that extends infinitely in both 
directions. It has no input tape and input words are written on the working tape 
directly. 
Let f be a function from nonnegative integers to nonnegative integers and let M 
be a (possibly nondeterministic) TM. 
We say that M is a TM of time complexity f if there is an no such that, for any 
input x with {xl ~> no that is accepted by M, there is a computation of M that accepts 
x within time f([x D. Let NTiMEl,s[f(n) ] and DTIMEI,s[f(n)] denote the class of 
sets that are accepted by s state one-tape NDTM's or s state one-tape DTM's, 
respectively, of time complexity f(n).  
Let xtx2 be an input to a DTM M(x~, x2 are two words on the input alphabet of 
M), let tl, t : , . . ,  be the times at which the head passes through the boundary between 
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the region of the tape on which xt was written and that on which x2 was written, 
and let ql, q2,.., be the states of M at the times h, h , - . .  respectively. Then, the 
(possibly finite) sequence q~, q2,..,  is called the crossing sequence of M for the 
input x~x2 between x~ and x2. 
Crossing sequences for NDTM's are defined similarly. In this case, to each possible 
computation corresponds one crossing sequence. 
Usefulness of crossing sequences comes from the following two properties: 
(1) If two inputs xtx2, x3x4 are accepted by an NDTM M, and a crossing sequence 
for x~x2 between xt, x2 and another for x3x4 between x3, x4 (both corresponding to
accepting computations) coincide, then xtx4 is also accepted by M. 
(2) For any computation of M, the sum of the lengths of crossing sequences for 
all positions on the tape is equal to or less than the computation time. 
3. A separation theorem 
In the present section we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. I f  f~3:  and al, a2 are real numbers such that 0<a~<a2,  then 
NTIMEt,s[alf(n)] ~ NTIMELs[azf(n)], for all sufficiently large s. 
ProoL Suppose that 0< al < a2 and f (n)  = nb°(1og n)b'(Iog ~- n) b2" • • (log h n) bh ~ ~:. 
First, we explain an outline of the proof. 
For each integer u I> 1, let L, be the set {wOr(]WDwR[ WE.~,*u}. Here, ? ,  is an 
alphabet consisting of 2" letters (0~ ?,) ,  r is a function that is determined by the 
values bo, b l , . . . ,  bh, and w g denotes the mirror image of w. Roughly speaking, r 
is the inverse function of f (n ) /n  (except for Case I below, where we use a different 
function to simplify the proof). The explicit form of r will be shown later. If Iwl = m, 
the length of Wor(IwDw R is 2m + r(m). We denote this length by nm. 
We prove the following two facts. 
(I) (Upper bound) For each u i> 1 and k 1> 1, there is a c2kk state NDTM M~,k 
accepting L, within time t~,k such that 
U+C'  
(Vs>0)(V°°m) t~.~(n,.)~(1-1-~) lc c"f(nm). (1) 
(II) (Lower bound) For each u I> I, if M is an s state NDTM accepting L. within 
time t, then 
U+C I 
(Ve >0) (V°°m) t (n=)>- (1 -e )~c" f (n , , ) .  (2) 
log s 
Here, c, c', c" are constants that are determined by b0,.. . ,  b,, and (V°°m) means 
'for all values of m except a finite number of values... ' .  The theorem follows from 
(I), (II) in the following way. 
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Let a3, a4, a5 be numbers uch that a~ < a3 < a4 < a5 < a2 and that as~ c" is a rational 
number q/p (p, q are positive integers). Let u = qi - c', k = pi, where i is a parameter, 
and let L~ denote the set Lu = Lqi-c,. 
Setting e = a2/as-1 in (1) we have 
(Vi) (V~ rn) t~.~(nm) ~ (1 + e)asf(nm) = azf(n,,), 
and, consequently, 
(Vi) (Vs >I c2t'ipi) L~ ~ NTIMEI: [a2f(n)]. (3) 
Let io be a value such that i >1 io implies 
1 ~>a4. 
l+(p+log(cp( i+ l ) ) ) / (p i )  a5 
Suppose that i>~ io, s <~ c2P°+~)p(i+ 1), and that M is an s state NDTM accepting 
L~ within time t. Then, setting e = 1 -a3/a4 in (2) we have 
qi 
(V ~°m) t(nm)>~ (I - e) 7-'--- c"f(nm) 
logs 
qi c"f(nm) 
t> (1 - e) log(c2t,(,+~)p(i+ 1)) 
1 
= (1 -  e) 1 + (p+log(cp( i+  1)))/(pi) asf(nm) 
1> (1 - e)a,f(nm) 
= a3f(n,,,) 
> alf(n,,,). 
Hence, we have 
(Vi >~ io) (Vs <~ c2P(i+l)p( i + 1)) L~ ~ NTIMEI: [at]'(n)]. 
By (3), (4) we have 
(Vi >>- io) (Vs) ( c2Pipi ~ s <~ c2P°+l)p( i + 1) 
NTIMEI., [at f (n) ]  ~ NTIMEt.s [azf(n)]). 
(4) 
From this the theorem follows. It remains to prove (I) and (II). We will prove 
them by cases. Intuitive roles of these cases are as follows. 
Let w[ i and w ]' i denote the head of w of length i and the tail of w of length 
[w I - / ,  respectively (0~ i ~ Iwl). Intuitively, for a word w0"(IWDw R in Lu, the crossing 
sequence between w[ i and w['iO'(JWl)w R must represent w I/, and the crossing 
sequence between w0 i and 0"(Iw°-iw R must represent both of w and /. Hence, the 
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sum of the lengths of all crossing sequences i  at least the sum of the following 
three values: 
(a) lengths of representations of w li (0<~ i <<-Iwl), 
(b) lengths of representations of w, 
(c) lengths of representations of i (0~ < i<~ r(Iwl)). 
In Cases 2 and 3, the value (b) dominates values (a) and (c). In Case 4, the values 
(b) and (c) are comparable and dominate the value (a). In Case 1 the value (a) is 
not negligible. For Cases 2 and 3, only the form of r(m) differs. 
Case 1. bo = 2, bl =" • • = bh = 0 (that is, f (n)  = n2). 
In this case, the function r(m) is 1, that is, Lu = {W0WR[ W ~ ,Y*} and n~ = 2m + 1. 
Upper bound: In this ease, a deterministic TM M~,k will be constructed. We will 
only explain what it performs. 
Phase 1. The machine checks that the input (of length n) is of the form ZuOZ~.* * 
The computation time is O(n) and the number of necessary states is O(1). Let wOw' 
be the input and let m = I wl, m'= I w'l. 
Phase 2. We may regard w, w' as um bit and urn' bit binary sequences, respectively. 
The machine memorizes the first k bits of w, moves to the end of w', and checks 
that w' ends with the mirror image of the k bits. Then, it memorizes the preceding 
k bits of w', moves to the beginning of the remainder of w and checks, and so on. 
In this way it can check w = w 'R. The computation time is 
P 
~, (n -2k i /u+O(k) )+O(k)  
i= l  
(p=[u(n -1) / (2k) J )  
U 
~n2+O(un)+O(k) .  
4k 
The number of states is O(2kk). 
The total computation time t~.k(nm) satisfies 
( re  > 0) (V~m) 
U 
t,,.k(n,,,)<~--~ n  +O(unm)+O(k)  
U 2 
U 1 
=(l  + e)-~'~f(nm). 
The total number of states is o(2kk). This proves (I). 
Lower bound: Suppose that M is an s state NDTM accepting Lu within time t. 
We can represent each w ¢ ~* of length rn with a urn bit binary sequence. We 
denote it by rep(w). 
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Let m be a fixed nonnegative integer. Among the 2 "m words w ~ ,Y* of length m, 
there is at least one such that K(rep(w))I> urn. This is because there are at most 
2 um- 1 binary sequences p such that [Pl <~ um-  1. Let w be such a word. 
Let p be such that U(p)= rep(w), [Pl = K(rep(w[ i)), let z be the binary number 
representation f m - i, and let z' be the binary sequence obtained from z by replacing 
0 with 01 and 1 with 10. Then, from the binary sequence v = z'00rep(w Vi)p, we can 
reconstruct rep(w) by a fixed algorithm. Hence, we have K(rep(w))~< Iv] +O(1), 
and, consequently, 
K (rep(w)) <~ 2 log m + u(m - i) + K(rep(wl i ))  + O(1), 
K(rep(w[i))  >~ K(rep(w)) -2  log m -um + ui+ O(1) 
>~ um-21og m-um+ui+O(1)  
= u i -2  log m +O(1). 
Suppose that wOw R was given to M. Select a computation that accepts it in shortest 
time. Let Yi, Y~ denote the crossing sequence between w[/, w V i (of the left w) and 
that between (w V i) R, (w[ i) a (of the right wa), respectively, each corresponding to
the selected computation. 
From property (1) of crossing sequences we can reconstruct rep(w[i) from (some 
binary representations of) y~ or y[ by fixed algorithms. Hence, we have 
ly, I log s + O(log s) >i K (rep(w I i)), 
[Y:I log s + O(log s)~> K(rep(w I i)). 
Therefore, we have 
(Ve > O) (V°°m) 
m 
t(nm)>~ E, (ly, l+ly[I) 
i=1  
2 (~,  K ( rep(w l i ) )+O(mlogs) )  
~logs  ~=~ 
) u i -2m log m + O(m log s) I> log s ~=~ 
1 2 ~ (1 -  e ) - -  n,,, 
4 log s 
U 1 
t C # This proves (II). In this case, the constants c, in (1), (2) are c'= O, - " -  1 C - -~.  
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Case 2. 1 < bo < 2. 
To simplify the description, we assume that f(n) = nl+b(log n)C(log 2 n) d (log 3 n) e. 
In this case, the function r(m) is 
m ~l/b 1. 
[{(Logm)e(Log2m)d(Log3m)~JJ 
Here, [XJ denotes the integer i such that i <~ X < i + 1. Log X denotes [log XJ if 
X >i 1, and 0 if 0<~ X < 1, and Log 2 X, Log 3 X denote Log Log X, Log Log Log X, 
respectively. For this r(m), we have 
(Ve >0) (V~m)(1-e)bCf(n,,,)/nm ~<m~<(1 +e)b~f(n,,,)/n,,,. (5) 
The proof is straightforward and is therefore omitted. 
Upper bound: The NDTM M~k performs the following. 
Phase 1. The machine checks that the input (oflength n) is of the form Z,,00* Z,.* 
The computation time is O(n) and the number of necessary states is O(1). Let wvw' 
be the input (w, w'~Z*, re00*) and let m = [w]. 
Phase 2. The machine constructs the binary number epresentation f m. The 
computation time is O(m 2) and the number of states is O(1). 
Phase 3. It computes the value r(m) in binary number epresentation. This is 
possible because b, c, d, e are rational numbers and, consequently, r(m) is of the form 
[( m~° J 1 } .(Log m)C~(Log 2 m)~(Log 3 m) ~ l / c ,  , 
where Co,..., c4 are positive integers. Moreover, its computation time is bounded 
by a polynomial of log m, and, hence, by O((log m)') for some constant p. The 
number of states is O(1). 
Let z be the binary number epresentation f r(m). Its length is O(log m). 
Phase 4. The machine writes rep(w)$z starting at the left end of v. Here, rep(w) 
is the um bit binary sequence representing w and $ is £ special symbol. The 
computation time is O((um +log m) 2) and the number of states is O(1). We regard 
the z part of rep(w)$z as a counter with initial value r(m). 
Phase 5. Now the machine performs the following operation repeatedly: "shift 
rep(w)$z to the fight by k bits and decrease the value of the counter by k". It 
performs this Operation until the left end of rep(w)$z and the left end of w' coincide. 
Then, the machine can check the condition ]v I = r(m) by seeing whether the value 
of the counter is 0 at that moment. (We will omit the details about he case where 
r(m) is not a multiple of k.) 
This operation can be easily carded out by moving the head to the fight (if the 
binary number epresentation is such that the least significant bit is at the left). 
Hence, a natural idea would be to move the head back and forth repeatedly and 
perform the operation when the head moves to the fight. 
Then, however, the resulting Computation time will be the double of the lower 
bound obtained by the analysis of crossing sequences. Therefore, it is desirable to 
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perform the operation even when the head moves to the left. This is possible by 
using nondeterministic moves. 
When the head moves to the left the machine nondeterministically predicts the 
kth bit to the left and later sees whether the prediction was right. The computation 
only continues when the prediction was right (see Fig. 1). Besides the kth bit to the 
left, the machine must nondeterministically predict the following, too: (i) the 
'borrow' bit from the left, (ii) the start of the leftmost log k bits of the z part (note 
that the binary representation f k (the value to be subtracted) is log k bits), and 
(iii) the left end of rep(w). 
It is not difficult o see that all the above mentioned work can be carried out with 
O(2kk) states. The analysis of the computation time is as follows. It is necessary to 
perform the operation r(m)/k + O(1) times and it takes um+ O(log m) + O (k) steps 
for one operation. Hence, the computation time is 
(r(m)/k + O(1))(um + O(log m) + O(k)) + O(1) 
u 
<~- mr(m)+O(r(m) log m)+O(um)+O(k). 
k 
Phase 6. Using rep(w), the machine checks w = w 'R. If the answer was yes, the 
machine accepts the input and stops. The computation time is O((um)  2) and the 
number of states is 0(1). 
/ I rep(w) .,)$) 
shift and decrease 
deterministically 
counter  
J~ .- k--.~ 
/ rep(w) $I counter 
~-k-~ 
I 
I 
I 
i 
t 
rep(w) I$1 counter i 
shift and decrease 
nondeterministically 
/ ",' ( rep(w) 
Z~ 
*1 counter 
/ Io ,e.Iwl I' 
Fig. l. 
counter 
I 
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operation 
another 
operation 
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By the assumption 1< bo < 2, we have 1/b = 1 / (bo-1)> 1, and, consequently, 
there is 8 > 0 such that the order of r(m) is at least m 1+8. Hence, the total computation 
time t~,k (rim) satisfies 
(re > O) (V~m) 
t~.k(n.,)~O(n,~)+O(m2)+O((log m) p) 
+ O((um + log m) 2) +k  mr(m) 
+O(r(m) log m)+O(um)+O(k)+O((um) 2) 
U 
~ ( l + e)-k mr(m) 
2 u ~<(l+e) b (f(n.)/nm)nm 
2 u =( l+e)  -~ b~f(nm). 
The number of states is O(1)+o(2kk) = o(2kk). This completes the proof of (I). 
Lower bound: Suppose that M is an s state NDTM accepting L, within time t. 
Let m be a fixed nonnegative integer. As in Case 1, there is a word w e ,Y* of 
length m such that K(rep(w))/> urn. Let w be such a word. 
Suppose that wOr(m)w a was given to M. For each i (1 <~ i<~ r(m)), let y~ denote 
the crossing sequence between w0 i and 0"tm)-iWR corresponding to a shortest 
accepting computation. We have 
lYil log s + O(log s) I> K(rep(w)) ~ urn, 
because we can reconstruct rep(w) from yi by a fixed algorithm. 
Therefore we have 
(re > O) (V~m) 
r(m) 
t(nm)~ ~ lY, I 
i=l 
1 
>- (umr(m)+O(r(m) log s)) 
log s 
1 
>~ (1-  e ) l-o'~g s Umnm 
U 
~ (1 -  e)2 l -~g s bC(f(n,.)/nm)nm 
U 
= (1 -  e): l-'~g s bCf(nm). 
This proves (II). In this case, the constants c', c" in (1), (2) are c'=O, c"= b ~. 
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Case 3. bo = 1 and b~ > 1, or bo = bl = 1 and at least one of b2,. . . ,  bh is not zero. 
To simplify the description we assume that f(n) = n(log n)C(log 2n)d(Iog 3 n) e. In 
this ease the function r(m) is given by 
m ~1/c{ 
Exp ([{'(Log m)d(Log 2m)' J  J )"  
Here, Exp(X) represents 2 x. For this r(m) we have 
(We >0) (V ~°m ) (1-  e )caf( n,,)/ n, <~ m <. (1 + e )eaf( n,,)/ nm. (6) 
For this formula, too, we will omit the proof. 
Upper bound: The NDTM M,,k works in completely the same way as in Case 2. 
Only the analysis of computation time for Phases 3, 4, 5 is different. 
Phase 3. It takes O((log m) p) steps to compute 
g= [{m/((Log m)d(Log 2m)~)}~/~J 
and 
O((g log gy) = O(m"') 
steps to compute 2 g, both in binary number epresentation (p, p' are constants). 
Phase 4. The computation time is O((um + mq) 2) (q is a constant). 
Phase 5. The time for one operation is um+ log r(m) + O(k) and the computation 
time for Phase 5 is 
(r(m)/k + O(1))(um + log r(m) + O(k)) + O(1) 
U 
-- mr(m) + O( r( m )log r( m )) + O( um) + O(k). 
k 
By assumption, either c > 1, or c = 1 and (d > 0 or e > 0). This implies that the 
order of log r(m) is less than m. Hence, the total computation time t~k(nm) satisfies 
(re > 0) (V m) 
t,,k (rim) ~ O(n,,) + O(m 2 ) + O((Iog m) p) 
+ O(m v') + O((um + m~) 2) +k  mr(m) 
+ O(r(m) log r(m)) + O(um) + O(k) + O((um) 2) 
U 
~( l+e)~mr(m)  
U 
~(1 + e)2~ cd(f(nm)/nm)nm 
U 
=(l + e)2-~ c"f(nm). 
This completes the proof of (I). 
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Lower bound: In the same way as in Case 2, we have 
(Ve > O) (V:°m) 
I 
t( nm) >--- ( l -- e ) l--o--g-~g s Urnnm 
u cd( f (nm) /nm)nm 
=(l_e) 2 u cdf(nm). 
log s 
This proves (II). In this case, the constants c', c" in (1), (2) are c' = 0, c" = c d. 
Case 4. bo = bl = 1, b2 =" • • = b~ = 0 (that is, f (n )  = n log n). 
In this case, the function r (m) is 2 m. We have 
(V°°m) log nm- 1 <~ m ~< log n,,. (7) 
Upper bound: In this case, too, only the analysis of computation time for Phases 
3, 4, 5 is different. 
Phase 3. The computation time is O(m2). 
Phase 4. The computation time is O((um)2). 
Phase 5. The time for one operation is urn + m +O(k) and the computation time is 
( r (m) /k  + O(1))(urn + rn + O(k)) .6 O(1) 
u+l  
<~ ~ mr(m)  + O(r(rn)) + O((u + 1)rn) + O(k). 
k 
The total computation time t~k (am) satisfies 
(w>0) (V m) 
tu, k (am) ~ O(nm) + O(m 2) + O(rn 2) -60((um) 2) 
u+l  
+--~ mr(m)+O(r ( rn ) )+O((u+ 1)m)+O(k)+O((urn)  2) 
. u+l  
<~ (l  + e ) - -~- -  mr (m)  
• u+l  
~< (I + e ) ' -~  nm log am 
=(l + e)-~-~ f(nm). 
This completes the proof of (I). 
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Lower bound: Suppose that M is an s state NDTM accepting Lu within time t. 
We fix an effective way to represent pairs (w, i) of words w ~ 2~* and integers i
such that 1 ~ i ~2  Iwl with binary sequences. Let rep(w, i) be the binary sequence 
representing (w, i). 
Let m be a fixed nonnegative integer. Suppose that, for each w ~ ,Y* of length m, 
the cardinality of the set {il 1 ~< i <~ 2% K(rep(w, i)) ~< um+ m - [log mJ - 3} is at 
least r2m/m 1- Then, at least 2 "n r2m/m ] words are contained in the set { U(p)  ]1Pl -< 
um+ m - [log mJ -3},  and, consequently, 
2 um r2S/m]  ~< 2 "m+m-tl°Sm~-2-1. 
This leads to a contradiction. Hence, there is a word w of length m such that the 
cardinality of the above mentioned set is less than [2m/m ]. Let w be such a word. 
Suppose that wO"(m)w R was given to M. For each i (1~ < i<-r(m)) let  Yi denote 
the crossing sequence between w0 i and 0'°~)-~w R corresponding to a shortest 
accepting computation. We have 
ly, I log s +O( log s)~> K(rep(w, i)), 
because we can reconstruct rep(w, i) from y~ by a fixed algorithm. 
Therefore, we have 
(rE > 0) 
r(m) 
t(n,n)>>- ly, I 
i= l  
1 
>t log 
1 
log 
s ( i~ iK( rep(w, i ) )+O(r (m) logs) )  
( (2* -  [2m/m])(um+ m-  flog mJ -2 )+0(2  m log s)) 
s 
u+l  
~> (1 -  e) l--~'g s m2" 
u+l  
~-> (1 - e)2 l--o-~g s nm log nm 
=(1-e)z f(nm). 
log s 
C It This completes the proof of (II). In this case, the constants c', in (1), (2) are 
c' = 1, c"= 1. This also completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
The TM M~,k constructed for Case 1 was deterministic. Hence, for f (n )  = n 2 the 
result can be stated in the following fo~m. 
Corollary 3.2. I f  al, a2 are real numbers uch that O< al < a2, then DnMrq., [a2n ~] - 
NTIMlh..[aln 2] = 0, for all suJ~ciently large s. 
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We can prove Theorem 3.1 for many other functions f(n) such that (i) 0< 
lim,_,oof(n)/(n log n), (ii) lim,_,oof(n)/n2<oo, and (iii) the inverse function of 
f(n)/n is efficiently computable by one-tape DTM's. However, we only showed the 
proof for functions f (n)  in 3~ to simplify the explanation. 
Theorem 3.1 says nothing about DTIMEl:[f(n)] and NTIMEI,s[f(n)] for f(n) 
such that f(n)= o(n log n). However, at least for DTIME we know that if f(n)= 
o(n log n), then DTIME~[f(n)] (and, hence, DTIME~.s[f(n)]) contains only regular 
sets. We prove this by slightly modifying the proof of a similar result for linear 
functions f(n) by Hennie [5, Theorem 3]. 
Theorem 3.3. If f(n) = o(n log n), then DTIMEI[f(n)] only contains regular sets. 
Proof. Suppose that f(n)=o(n log n) and M is an s (~2) state one-tape DTM 
accepting a set L within time f(n). Let g(n) be defined by 
Inlog n 
g(n)={ f(n) ' n>~2, 
! 
[.1, n = O, 1. 
Then we have limn_,~o g(n)=oo and we can select a value c such that 
n (l°gs)/g(n)t/2+l - -  1 n g(n) 1/2 
3 t- 1--< n -2  g(n)i/2Fc 
s -1  logn 
for all n ~ 2. 
For this c, we show that the length of any crossing sequence of M for any input 
x in L with {xl ~> 2 is at most ¢ From this, it follows that we can design a finite 
automaton that accepts L (see [5, Theorem 2]). 
Suppose that there is an x in L with [x] 1> 2 such that M generates a crossing 
sequence of length larger than c in accepting x. Let Xo be the shortest such x, no be 
its length, and P1 be the position of one of such long crossing sequences. Suppose 
that Xo was given to M. 
Let h be the number of positions in Xo (excluding both ends) that have crossing 
sequences of lengths maller than (log no)/g(no) ~/2. Then, we have 
no log no g(no) =f(no) > c + (no -2 -  h) log no g(no) 1/2' 
and, hence, 
h> no-2 
--->3 
no -F c g(n°)I/2 
g(no) ]/2 log no 
n (lOg$)/g(nO)l/2+l - 1 
s -1  
4"1 
S ( lOgnO)/g(nO) l /2+l  - -  1 
÷1. =3 
S--1 
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Moreover, there are at most (s°°g"o)/8("o)'/2+~-l)/(s-1) crossing sequences of 
lengths maller than (log no)/g(no) ~/2. 
Hence, at least four positions in Xo have an identical crossing sequence. At least 
two of them are different from P~ and are on the same side of/'1. Let P2, P3 be 
these positions (see Fig. 2). Let x~ be the word obtained from Xo by deleting the 
subword between P2 and P3. Then, M accepts x~, generates a crossing sequence of 
length larger than c for x~, and 2 ~< [x~[ < [Xo]. This contradicts the selection of Xo, 
and completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
P2 P3 
Log no 
gino/1 .,2 
e l  
I 
Xo i ! 
C 
Fig. 2. 
4. On an extension of the separation theorem 
We show that Theorem 3.1 cannot be extended to the following stronger form: 
i f f~  3~ and 0 < ao, then [.]o<~o NTiMEl,,[af(n)] ~ N'nMEl,s[aof(n)]. 
In the proof we use the notion of arithmetical predicates [22]. A predicate 
P( i l , . . . ,  i,) on natural numbers i l , . . . ,  i, is said to be arithmetical if it can be 
obtained from decidable predicates on natural numbers using Boolean operations 
("and", "or", and "not") and quantifiers on natural numbers ("there exists a natural 
number j such that . . . "  and "for any natural number j . . . " ) .  
Finite objects uch as rational numbers, words, TM's, finite computation sequences 
can be represented by natural numbers (their Giidel numbers). Hence, we can 
naturally extend the notion of arithmetical predicates to predicates on these finite 
objects. Moreover, we can freely use quantifiers on these finite objects (such as 
"there exists an NDTM M such that. . .")  in showing predicates to be arithmetical. 
Theorem 4.1. There exists a real number ao>0 such that Uo<~o NTIME~.$[af(n)] =
N'nMEl.$[aof(n)] for any f ~ 3: and s >>- 1. 
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ProoL Let ao > 0 be a real number such that the predicate "the ith bit of the infinite 
binary expansion of ao is 1" is not arithmetical. (It is well known that such ao exists 
[22].) 
Suppose that f~  ;~, S I> 1, and [.-Ja<~0 NTIMEl.s[af(n)] ~ NTIMEI.s[aof(n)]. We 
derive a contradiction from this assumption. 
There is an s state NDTM Mo such that L(Mo)~ NlaME~.~[aof(n)] and L(Mo) 
NTIMEl.s[af(n)], for any a < ao (L(Mo) denotes the set accepted by Mo). 
Then, for any rational number a, we have ao<~ ag~L(Mo) ~ NTIMEl.s[af(.n)]. But 
the predicate on the fight-hand side is arithmetical. 
This can be shown by simply restating this predicate in terms of decidable 
predicates, Boolean operations and quantifiers on finite objects according to its 
definition. 
The only nonobvious tep will be to restate predicates of the form "t<~ af(n)" 
(these predicates will appear in restating statements of the form "the NDTM M 
accepts the input x of length n within time af(n)"). 
Since f(n) is of the form nbo(log n) b, . - .  (log h n) bh and b0,.. . ,  bh are rational 
constants, there is a computable function F(a, n,j) such that limi_~oo F(a, n,j)= 
af(n) (the values of a and F(a, n,j) are rational numbers). Then, we have 
t<~af(n) ¢:~ (3k>O) (Zljo) (Vj>--jo) (t+ l/k<~ F(a, n,j)) 
v (Vk> O) (=ljo) (Vj >~jo) (IF(a, n , j ) -  t[ <<- 1/k). 
This proves that '" t <~ af(n)'" is an arithmetical predicate on t, a, n. 
Thus, we have shown that the predicate "a0 ~< a" (and, consequently, a < ao<=> 
~(ao<~ a)) is arithmetical. Then, the predicate "the ith bit of the infinite binary 
expansion of ao is 1" is arithmetical because it can be expressed as 
(::! k) ((2k + 1)2-' < ao ~ (2k + 2)2-'). 
(Note that a0 is irrational.) This is a contradiction, and completes the proof of the 
theorem. [] 
5. On linear speedup theorems 
Theorem 3.1 is closely related to the linear speedup theorem. It says that 
D'nMEk[f(n)]=D'nMEk[af(n)] for any real number a>l  (and similarly for 
NTIME). The idea for the proof of the theorem is to represent the contents of [8a] 
consecutive cells of a tape of a TM M in one cell of a tape of another TM M', and 
to simulate rSa] steps of M with 8 steps of M' (see, for example, [7]). 
If each k-tape TM has a read-only (one-way or two-way) input tape besides its 
k working tapes and input words are written on the input tape, then the theorem 
holds for any k~ >1 and any function f such that lim~_~oof(n)/n = oo. 
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However, if each k-tape TM has no input tape and input words are directly 
written on one of its working tapes, as we are assuming now, one problem arises. 
Consider the following three cases: 
Case 1. k >~ 2 and lim,,_.oof(n)/n =oo~ 
Case 2. k= 1 and lim,,_,~f(n)/n2=oo. 
Case 3. k = 1, liminf,,..oof(n)/n 2 < oo, and l im, ,~f (n) /n  = oo. 
The theorem holds for Cases 1 and 2. But we do not know whether it also holds 
for Case 3 or not. In [5], Hennie posed this problem as an open problem. We cannot 
use the above mentioned idea for this case because O(n 2) time is necessary for 
compressing input words. 
Let ~ denote the class of functions f such that lim,_~oof(n)/n=oo and 
liminf,_,oo f (n ) /n  2 < oo. If we can prove one of the following three statements, the 
result will show that the speedup theorem fails for Case 3 in a sense: 
(I) there are al, a2 , f~ such that 0<a l<a2 and DTIME1[alf(n)]~ 
DTIMEl[ a2f( n ) ], 
(II) there is an f~ ~ such that DTIMEI[alf(n)] ~ DTIMEI[a2f(n)], for any al, a2 
such that" 0 < al < a2, 
(III) DTIME1[alf(n)] ~ DTXMEI[a~f(n)], for any f~ ~ and any a~, a2 such that 
0< al <as  
(and similarly for NTIME). 
Hennie constructed a set S such that 
(i) S can be accepted within time 2n2/log s+4n with an s state one-tape DTM 
for s of the form (k+l )2  k+l, and 
(ii) if an s state one-tape NDTM accepts S within time f(n), then f(n)>~ 
2n2/(9 log s) for infinitely many n [5]. 
(He proved the lower bound (ii) for DTM's. But the proof applies to NDTM's 
without any essential change.) 
From this we can easily show that statement (I) is true for I:YrIME and NTIME if 
the number s of the available states is fixed and is sufficiently large. Our Theorem 
3.1 and Corollary 3.2 show that statement (II) is also true for D'rIME and N~ME 
under the same assBmption ( f (n)= n 2 satisfies tatement (II) for DTIME and any 
fe  3~ satisfies it for NTIME). 
6. Discussions 
Although we are interested in knowing how the number of states affects efficiency 
of computations in general, our results concern only one-tape NDTM's with time 
bounds below n 2. This comes from the limit Of proof techniques based on crossing 
sequences. 
The difficulty in using crossing sequences for the analysis of two- (or more) tape 
TM's and for the analysis of computations requiring more than n 2 time was pointed 
out in [5]. 
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Moreover, arguments using crossing sequences cannot effectively utilize determin- 
ism of computations, even if the TM's under consideration were deterministic. 
Hence, the lower bounds obtained in this way also apply to NDTM's, and will not 
suffice as lower bounds for DTM's. Crossing sequences are also difficult to use for 
the analysis of how the size of working tape alphabets affects efficiency of computa- 
tions. 
Hence, to extend our results to larger classes of computations will require 
refinements and extensions of the notion of crossing sequences or completely new 
techniques. 
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